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PURPOSES

• students get takeout and want to coordinate
  ✤ currently do by texting, phone calls
  ✤ need system to coordinate orders

• students need to have good healthy food,
  ✤ and they often need it late at night

• idea
  ✤ system would automatically place the order
  ✤ goal is to make the process easier, quicker and more efficient
CONCEPT

• **concept is called “munch” which is an order for a food item**
  ✷ for example, a pizza

• **operational principle is that**
  ✷ one student creates a munch with a closing time
  ✷ if other students join in before the closing time then they can share the item that is being chosen
  ✷ when the closing time is reached, the munch is closed
  ✷ when the delivery time comes the munch item is delivered
thank you
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Motivations:

* students get takeout and want to coordinate currently do by texting, phone calls
* need system to coordinate orders
* system would automatically place the order goal is to make the process easier, quicker and more efficient
key concept is:
* munch: a way to place and coordinate a food order

operational principle is:
* 1. one person creates a munch with the item and closing time
* 2. other students join the munch to say they’re interested
* 3. when there are enough people, or the closing time has passed, the munch is closed and then the item is delivered and everyone pays
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Alyssa P. Hacker & Ben Bitdiddle
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$80 delivery fee!
100 students: less than $1 each!
Create Munch: area 4 pizza

Join Munch: munch delivery

2:00am @ stata

#munchers: 0
$/muncher: $7
so many possibilities...

subscription munch

random munch

code reward munch
OPEN

WE HAVE DELIVERY

http://feedageek.com